in Mtwapa, Kenya, five men were taken into custody by the Mombasa police for "having unnatural sex against the order of nature." Two of the men had been pulled out of the offices of the Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI) by a group of an estimated 200 to 300 protesters and were being beaten by the crowd until the police intervened. Three other men in the KEMRI offices were also arrested. In an interview with Kenyan media, a police spokesperson re-affirmed the arrests: "We are grateful to the public for alerting the police. They should continue cooperating with the police to arrest more. It is an offence, an unnatural offence, and also their behaviour is repugnant to the morality of the people. These men will undergo a medical examination before we charge them with homosexuality."
organized by Christian and Muslim religious leaders? And why would the specter of a gay wedding result in a show of inter-religious cooperation that led to violence? This presentation will examine the events in Mtwapa in order to examine these critical questions. The presentation consists of two sections. The first section examines key, competing claims about homosexuality in African societies by employing an analysis of cultural power using the ideas of the French cultural theorists Michel Foucault and Michel de Certeu. The second section will draw on Certeau's ideas as a frame for understanding those most affected by these competing powers in the specific events in Mtwapa-namely, same gender-loving men in Kenya. These men are often objects of debate or discussion (or academic presentation); however, their own perspectives as social subjects are less often heard. The second section will bring the story of one of these men to the fore and argue for the critical importance of those perspectives as a resource for moving beyond the divisiveness of current debates.
Section I: Claims and Counter-claims: Debating Homosexuality in African Societies
Although a number of competing claims about homosexuality in African cultures have been made, many of them contain some element of the following two positions:
• Same-sex attraction and expression is a new phenomenon in African cultures, having first been imported by corrupt colonizers and now being foisted upon African societies in a neo-colonial display of power.
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• A commitment to fundamental human rights compels anyone concerned with ending human suffering to fight against African political and cultural systems that criminalize homosexuality and support stigmatization. 3 On the surface, each claim offers some appeal. Most of us would be (or are) rightly critical of neo-colonial power, whether it emanates from political or cultural spheres.
Similarly, most of us would be (or are) supportive of efforts to end human suffering. But the implications of each claim are troubling. The first claim can lead to condemnation of same gender-loving people who are already members of cultural systems where such claims are made. Rhetoric ostensibly fashioned to raise critiques of undue outside cultural influence could also end up also stigmatizing people inside of the communities from which the rhetoric originated. The second claim can lead to an unexamined cultural superiority under the guise of human rights. A concept intended to confront violence and repression could end up imposing universalist and Western cultural assumptions onto cultures in which those assumptions make no sense.
For at least two decades now, these two positions have marked the boundaries of many global debates on homosexuality. This presentation will not rehash those debates; rather, it will explore the idea that the sharp divides on homosexuality represent responses two different forms of power within society using theories of power developed by Michel Foucault and Michel de Certeau.
Foucault's unique contribution to our present-day understanding of power consisted in completely overturning the conceptual framework by which it was understood. For Foucault, repressive power existed and it should be resisted through individual and collective efforts. We should, in short, speak out against the tyrant. Foucault described a function of power that ordered human lives not through threat of bodily harm but through an unending sets of practices and processes designed to regulate and order our daily lives so that we might become "better" selves: our relationships, our modes of work, even the time we spent alone by ourselves.
Governed by the power of the norm that determined the standard for which we should all strive, we disciplined ourselves to become good citizens of the social order. We eagerly embraced this form of power because it provided us with benefits if we agreed to abide by the norms it demanded. In the Introduction to The History of Sexuality 5 , Foucault described the ways in which these norms function to create sexual subjects.
He described modern Western society as obsessed with sex: we can't stop thinking or talking about it but we can only think about or discuss this Very Important Thing known as sexuality in certain normative ways.
Foucault died before exploring the full implications of his theory of power. However, even as he was tracing the strands of this power through the cultural history of European societies, he was also aware that the dynamics of their operation were changing. The policing function of the norm that comprised disciplinary power first articulated in Discipline and Punish was giving way to other mechanisms of power that order our lives not so much through disciplinary norms erected by governmental and social institutions but by the free market in which government takes a back seat to the inviolable interests of the corporation and individual initiative is the measurement of moral character. The disciplinary societies that flourished from the mid eighteenth to the mid nineteenth centuries have given way to the social and economic (but not merely economic) forces of neo-liberalism. 6 For those of us from Western societies who are gay or lesbian the singular focus on the moral character of the object of our sexual choice has lessened (though by no means disappeared). Today, the benefits that neo-liberal forces bestow on us are not contingent on adherence to the norm of the approved sexual subject but on being the right type of consumer and producer. Show initiative. Work hard. Don't burden the system with significant psychosocial or (God forbid) economic needs. Follow these rules and you'll be rewarded and you can be an upstanding citizen who participates in that supremely moral good: the creation and flow of capital. Lesbians and gay men have arrived as approved neo-liberal subjects who can enjoy the benefits of marriage (and can pay for a fabulous wedding in growing locales-most recently Hawaii) and see ourselves reflected in popular culture ("I just love Modern Family and Kurt's heartfelt falsetto on Glee can make me weep!").
When those of us who reside squarely in the space that benefits from neoliberalism invoke a human rights discourse to inform people in Mtwapa (or countless other locales around the world-take your pick) how they should treat their fellow citizens, the cynicism of those we're informing is surely understandable. Having does not set down roots. Tactics to circumvent or subvert strategic power are employed "on the run," in response to the well-organized and institutionally supported strategies of social power. As such, they do not last long; they do not take up a home in an institution. If tactical power is subsumed under an institution, most commonly this turns the tactic into a strategy; the power exercised by those on the margins is recalculated in support of those in power. If the discourse of human rights were to be employed to decry violence against same gender-loving people then I would argue that such discourse should be tactical (transient, improvisatory, and local) and not strategic (static, well-established, and universal). At minimum, those who deploy concepts of human rights must consciously ally themselves with the tacticians in resistance to the strategists wherever and whenever they spot the tactical. But how often does this happen? How often do the primary proponents of human rights discourse allow their speech to be disrupted by the tactical?
Section II: Over My (Mother's) Dead Body: When Sexual and Religious Identities Do Not Fit
In order for the tactical to be heard, those who have developed tactics must be heard. This can be difficult. Bringing the tactical into approved discourse most often changes its function and effect as the power of the strategic colonizes tactical power. This is why tactics remain temporary and improvisatory. Nonetheless, it is possible for us to make some conscious decisions as to how we will negotiate the strategic and the tactical. Most of us occupy social spaces comprised of some mixture of the strategic and tactical. The ethical question in front of those of us who do is to assess how we employ the strategic when we encounter the tactical; this can be difficult since the strategic constantly urges us to accept the benefits it offers if we'll submit to its demands. This section is an attempt to resist such temptation and allow the tactical to disrupt the strategic-the strategic power of the discourses of both Christianity and human rights. It presents a story of Elvis, one of the men who was part of the group targeted by the mob in Mtwapa. We believe that Elvis' story offers evidence of the tactical. It is story of marshaling power in the face of strategic power structures of family, culture, religion, and law. It is complicated and ambivalent, lacking a clear resolution of a happy ending.
Elvis was not born in Mombasa or in Kenya for that matter. During his adolescence and before he had finished secondary school, he knew he was fundamentally different from many of his classmates. And his family knew it too. He perceived hostility from his family and his community that sometimes was made very real through physical or emotional abuse to the extent of being marginalised and sidelined by both. Many in his own family and the community treated him as a sinner based entirely on their perception
But in that complexity if offers us lessons into the kinds of strategies and tactics that may advance a decent life for same gender-loving people. Those strategies and tactics will employ the discourses of religion and culture and human rights and the law. They should employ such discourses. But they should not, they cannot, do so uncritically. In the paper session at the Annual Meeting, we hope to focus on Elvis' story and analyze the narrative using the theoretical ideas presented above to identify characteristics of tactical power deployed by the same gender-loving men in Mtwapa who were targeted by a mob driven by religious fervor. We believe that these kinds of analyses can help us to better determine how we negotiate the strategic and the tactical in our own local contexts and in our own lives.
